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The U.S. real estate market, as represented by the FTSE 

Nareit All Equity REITs Index, had a total return of 1.74% in 

the first quarter of 2023. 

Investment Review 

Real estate securities rose in the quarter despite volatility 

(amid banking turmoil) and persistent inflation concerns. The 

U.S. Federal Reserve, citing elevated inflation and a tight 

labor market, raised its overnight rate by 25 basis points twice 

in the quarter. Markets were rocked in March by the collapse 

of several banks, including a technology-centric U.S. bank 

and a large Swiss bank (the subject of an emergency 

merger). The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield fell on the news, 

declining roughly 40 basis points for the quarter.  

Fourth-quarter 2022 REIT earnings were generally solid, while 

2023 outlooks disappointed. U.S. REITs’ fourth-quarter 

earnings results mostly met or beat market expectations. 

However, reported outlooks for 2023 largely disappointed, 

with lower top-line estimates tempered by higher expenses as 

well as conservatism from reporting companies. 

Self storage landlords (13.2% total return) substantially 

outperformed on solid earnings and a takeover attempt. The 

sector performed well, with a double-digit gain from a storage 

index constituent that received and rejected a takeover bid. 

(Subsequent to quarter-end, the REIT accepted a topping bid 

from a public peer). Two of the index’s largest storage 

constituents reported strong earnings results and outlooks 

that were better than feared.  

Resilient demand and moderating interest rates lifted 

industrial (9.9%) and data center REITs (7.0%), while 

infrastructure (–3.2%) trailed. The benchmark’s largest 

industrial REIT constituent reported strong earnings, 

indicating its ability to continue growing market rents despite 

a weakening economy. Data centers benefited from demand 

outpacing supply, including continued demand from cloud 

service providers and new technology advances (such as AI). 

In contrast, towers lagged, as wireless carrier capex budgets 

likely peaked in 2022 and lower forward earnings growth 

became more fully digested by the market.  

Single family homes for rent (5.8%) outpaced cyclical 

apartment REITs (1.4%) amid low housing supply. The single 

family homes sector was supported by lower housing starts 

and limited inventory. Apartments had reasonably strong 

earnings results from several names with exposure to coastal 

cities. We favor the Sunbelt region given a more favorable 

outlook on job growth and migration trends.  

Some of the more economically sensitive sectors trailed. 

Retail-oriented REITs, including shopping centers (–2.1%) and 

regional malls (–3.1%), underperformed as investors became 

wary of these more cyclical sectors on banking-related 

concerns. Office (–15.9%) was the biggest laggard; recent 

headlines around office loan defaults and bank turmoil 

Index Characteristics 

  FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index 

 Premium or Discount to NAV  1.7%  

 Premium to DDM  10.3%  

 Dividend Yield  4.1%  

 Price/Cash Flow (2023E)  17.8x  

 Cash Flow Growth (2023E vs. 2022)  3.1%  

 Cash Flow Growth (2024E vs. 2023E)  6.1%  

 5-Year Cash Flow Growth  5.8%  

 Total Market Capitalization $1,222.2B  

 Weighted Average Market Cap.  $39.2B  

 Number of Holdings  145  

Source: Cohen & Steers. 
Characteristics are market capitalization-weighted averages of estimates for companies in 
the FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index and are subject to change over time. 

 

Index Performance (US$) 

   Linked Index(1) 

 Q1 2023  1.74%  

 1 Year  -19.40%  

 3 Year  10.18%  

 5 Year  6.32%  

 10 Year  6.12%  

(1) Linked Index: Prior to 3/31/2019, the benchmark was the FTSE Nareit Equity REITs 
Index. Thereafter, it is the FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index.  
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. 
This information is not representative of any Cohen & Steers account and no such 
account will seek to replicate an index. You cannot invest directly in an index and index 
performance does not reflect the deduction of fees, expenses or taxes. 
Periods greater than 12 months are annualized. 
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weighed on the sector. 

Investment Outlook 

We believe real estate, which has seen improved valuations 

with the correction in share prices, offers attractive return 

potential relative to broad equities. Slowing inflation and 

moderating economic growth should provide a more 

supportive backdrop for REITs as we approach the end of the 

Fed hiking cycle. While growth will likely decelerate, cash 

flows should generally remain sound as supply stays in check. 

Further, an end to central bank tightening, which we generally 

expect in 2023, tends to be followed by notable strength in 

listed real estate. 

The portfolio may benefit from demand for shorter-lease-

duration property types. We are overweight residential 

sectors, favoring single family homes and Sunbelt apartments 

based on our positive view of rental housing demand 

(supported by the lack of affordability in the purchase market) 

and demographic tailwinds. In health care, we see value in 

senior housing, where occupancies fell dramatically in early 

2020 but are now steadily recovering. With growth rates 

normalizing in self storage, we have pared our weight in the 

sector. 

Data center REITs are well situated, in our view. While tech 

companies are slowing spending, cloud capex remains 

healthy and supply has moderated, leading to pricing power. 

We remain cautious on offices due to weak fundamentals and 

deteriorating access to capital. Within the sector, our holdings 

are concentrated in companies with exposure to the Sunbelt, 

where we believe fundamentals will rebound fastest. 
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Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. 
The FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs Index contains all tax-qualified REITs with more than 
50% of total assets in qualifying real estate assets other than mortgages secured by real 
property that also meet minimum size and liquidity criteria. 
Index Source: “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the LSE Group and is used by FTSE 
International Limited (“FTSE”) under licence. “NAREIT®” is a trade mark of the Nareit. All 
rights in the FTSE Nareit Composite Index (the “Index”) vest in FTSE and Nareit. Neither 
FTSE, nor the LSE Group, nor Nareit accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the 
indexes or data and no party may rely on any indexes or data contained in this 
communication. No further distribution of data from the FTSE or Nareit is permitted without 
the relevant FTSE’s express written consent. FTSE, the LSE Group, and Nareit do not 
promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.” 
Important Risk Considerations: Investing involves risk, including entire loss of capital 
invested. There can be no assurance that the investment strategy will meet its investment 
objectives. Diversification is not guaranteed to ensure a profit or protect against loss. 
Risks of investing in real estate securities are similar to those associated with direct 
investments in real estate, including falling property values due to increasing vacancies or 
declining rents resulting from economic, legal, political or technological developments, lack 
of liquidity, limited diversification and sensitivity to certain economic factors such as interest 
rate changes and market recessions.  
Concentrated strategies may present a higher degree of risk.  
For investors in the Middle East: This document is for information purposes only. It does 
not constitute of form part of any marketing initiative, any offer to issue or sell, or solicitation 
of any offer to subscribe or purchase, any products, strategies or other services nor shall it 
or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any 
contract resulting therefrom. In the event of that the recipient of this document wishes to 
receive further information with regard to any products, strategies, other services, it shall 
specifically request the same in writing from us. 
An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the 
deduction of any fees, expenses or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility 
and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. The Fund is actively 
managed. The composition of the Fund is not constrained by the composition of the 
benchmark. 
The views and opinions in the preceding commentary are as of the date of publication and 
are subject to change. There is no guarantee that any historical trend discussed above will 
be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict precisely when such a trend might 
begin. 
There is no guarantee that any market forecast or investment objective set forth will be 
achieved. This material should not be relied upon as investment advice, does not constitute 
a recommendation to buy or sell a security or other investment and is not intended to 
predict the performance of any investment. 
Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc. (Cohen & Steers) is a registered investment 
advisory firm that provides investment management services to corporate retirement, public 
and union retirement plans, endowments, foundations and mutual funds. Cohen & Steers 
Asia Limited is authorized and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of 
Hong Kong (ALZ367). Cohen & Steers Japan Limited is a registered financial instruments 
operator (investment advisory and agency business and discretionary investment 
management business with the Financial Services Agency of Japan and the Kanto Local 
Finance Bureau No. 3157) and is a member of the Japan Investment Advisers Association. 
Cohen & Steers UK Limited is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FRN458459). Cohen & Steers Ireland Limited is regulated by the Central Bank 
of Ireland (No.C188319). 
 

Index Sector Total Returns 

Sector Q1 2023 

Self Storage  13.23 %  

Industrial  9.92 %  

Data Centers  6.95 %  

Single Family Homes  5.83 %  

Specialty  3.31 %  

Hotel  2.99 %  

Timber  2.15 %  

Apartment  1.38 %  

Manufactured Home  1.13 %  

Free Standing  0.28 %  

Health Care  0.08 %  

Diversified  -0.91 %  

Shopping Center  -2.12 %  

Regional Mall  -3.10 %  

Infrastructure  -3.16 %  

Office  -15.86 %  

Source: Cohen & Steers. 
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. This information is not representative of any Cohen & Steers 
account and no such account will seek to replicate an index. You cannot invest directly in 
an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses or 
taxes. 

 


